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ThSTLiQNY OF JASON SCNFPP

My name is Jason Schnepp. I am an Environmental Protcction Specialist IV in the

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency’s (Illinois EPA or Agency) Bureau ofAir, Permit

Section, Major Source Construction Unit I have been employed by the IllinoIs EPA in the

Bureau ofAir for twenty-four years. I have a Bachelor ofScienee in Chemical Engineering from

the University ofMissouri “ Rolla. In my cunent position with the Illinois EPA, my duties

include, among others, the processing of applications for construction permits for new major

stationary sources and major modifications at existing major stationary sources subject to

Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD), 40 CFR 522I , and Major Stationary Sources

Construction and Modification, 35 Illinois Administrative Code (Ill Mm Code) Part 203 I

serve as a lead worker for permitting associated with these regulatory programs, assisting other

analysts in their review ofpennit applIcations and reviewing their work.

I will be providing testimony regarding the proposed regulations at 35 IlL Adm. Code

Part 204 that would establish a state PSD permit program for Illinois.
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Introduction

The focus ofmy testimony will be explaining applicability under the proposed ?P

permit program at 35 Iii. Mm. Code Part 204. Following my testimony, Christopher Romaine

will provide testimony with a focus on the substantive requirements for projects that trigger the

proposed I’SD rule.

The New Source Review (NSR) provisions ofthe Clean Air Act (CAA) and ofthe United

States EnvironMfltf Protection Agency’s (USEPA) implementing regulations require persons

proposing new major stationary sources or major modifications ofmajor stationary sources,

among other things, to obtain air pollution côntról permits before commenceñient df

construction. This preconstruction permitting program for major projects is divided into two

programs, the PSD permit program and the nonattainment NSR permit program. Collectively,

these two programs are referred to as the NSR permit program.

The PSD permit program generally addresses emissions of”regulated NSR pollutants.”

Regulated NSR pollutants include the majority ofthe pollutants for which there are National

Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), i.e., carbon monoxide, particulate matteria, particulate

rnatter25, sulfur dioxide and lead). Regulated NSR pollutants also include particulate matter,

volatile organic material and nitrogen oxides, certain additional pollutants regulated under the

federal New Source Performance Standards (40 CFR Part 60) such as fluorides and hydrogen

sulfide, and certain other pollutants such as greenhouse gases and ozone depleting substances,

for which USEPA has adopted regulations under the CAA that restrict emissions of that

pollutant. Emissions ofhazardous air pollutants are not regulated NSR pollutants.

In areas that do not meet the NAAQS, for the pollutants that are nonattainment and the

Precursors to those pollutants, the requirements ofpart D oftifle I ofthe CAA must be addressed
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for proposed projects. The program addressing these requirements is referred to as the

“nonattainment” NSR permit program or NaN$R permit program. The NaNSR permit program

addresses permitting ofproposed projects as they would emit pollutants and/or precursors of

such pollutants as they would potentially affect air quality for the pollutant for which the area is

designated nonattainment. The NaNSR permit program for Illinois is contained in existing 35

IlL Adm. Code Part 203, Major Stationaiy Sources Constnütion and Modifieatiøn. In other

respects, proposed projects are addressed by the PSD program In particular, in areas that meet

the NAAQS, referred to as “attainment” areas, or for which there is insufficient infoimation to

determine whether theymeet the NAAQS (“unclassifiable” areas), the P$D requirements under

part C oftitle I ofthe CAA apply. This program is referred to as the PSD permit program.

Proposed projects that would occur in nonattaimnent areas can be subject to both the PSD permit

program and the NaNSR permit program, depending on the pollutants that would be emitted

from the new major stationary sources or major modifications ofmajor stationary sources.

Proposed Part 204 Prevention of Significant Deterioration

The IllInois EPA has proposed regulations that would be the first step in establishing a

U$EPA-approved state P$D permit program for Illinois The provisions ofthe proposed rule

generally mirror the provisions ofthe existing fedenil PSD rule at 40 CfR 52.21 . In èertain

provisions, the proposed rule does not follow the language in 40 CFR 5121 as necessary so that

Part io4 would accurately reflect the actual federal PSD program as modified by relevant

judicial decisions and USEPA’s responses to those decisions.

The Illinois EPA pfoposal to the Pollution Control Board (Board) includes a Technical

Support Document and a Statement ofReasons. The Technical Support Document explains the

3
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federal PSD program as it has been implemented by the USEPA. The Statement of Reasons

explains how the provisions ofthe proposed regulations reflect the provisions ofthe federal PSD

program.

One ofthe more intricate aspects ofthe proposed PSD permit program, like the federal

P$D program, is applIcability. This is addressed in Sections I, II and III of the Technical

Support Document. A proposed project must be evaluated independently for its emissions of

each regulated N$R pollutanL Projects whose emissions meet or exceed certain emissions

thresholds would be considered a major project. There are two basic types ofmajor projects: (i)

construction of a new major stationar’ source, and (ii) major modification of an existing major

stationary source. Under the PSD program, a stationary source consists of all the stationary

pO1lutanternitting activities that are under common control by one entity or person or person

under common control, are located on contiguous or adjacent properties, and belong to the same

industrial grouping The PSD permit program does not directly apply to mobile sources such as

cars, trucks or locomotives or to nonroad engines. For this testimony, a major stationary source

is also referred to as a “major sourceS”

New Major Source

The determination ofwhether a proposed new source is a new major source subject to the

PSD permit program would be relatIvely straightforward consistent with the federal PSD

program. IllinoIs’ proposed PSD rule would set applicability thresholds for major sources at

potential emissions of I 00 or 250 tons/year, depending on the source type. A new source with a

potential to emit at or above the applicable threshold amount “triggers,” or would be subject to,

sa The proposed rule would identify 28 categories ofsources subject to the 100 tons/year

4
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threshold. For exaniple, petroleum refineries and chemical processing plants would be subject to

the lower 100 tons/year threshold. All other categories ofsources ‘ou1d be subject to the 250

tons/year threshold1 The exception to this is greenhouse gases, which would not be considered

when determining whether a source is major.

A project at an existing “minor” source, with potential emissions less than the major

souráe threshold (100 or 250 tonstyear), could also trigger PSD. For example, this cüuld occur

when an existing minor source proposes to install new equipment with potential emissions equal

to or greater than the major source threshold (100 or 250 tons/year).

When calculating the potential emissions ofthe source to determine ifthe threshold for a

new major source is triggered, emissions from mobile sources would not be included, as

discussed above, Also, fugitive emissions, emissions that could not reaonabIy pass through a

stack, chimney, vent or other functionally equivalent opening (e.g., roadways), wøuld not be

included except for certain categories ofsources In particular, fugitive emissions would be

included for sources in the categories for which the threshold for a major source is 100 tons/year

and for any other stationary source category, which, as ofAugust 7, 1980, is being regiilated

under Section 1 1 1 or 1 12 of the CAA. For example, emissions ofvolatile organic material

attnbutable to leaks at piping equipment at a petroleum refinery, e g , valves and flanges, are

fugitive emissions that would be included in the determination ofpotential emissions ofa source.

Once the major source threshold is triggered by a proposed new source for one pollutant,

the source’s potential emissions ofother pollutants would be compared against lower threshold

“significant” emissions rates. These significant emission rates vary by pollutant. For example,

the significant emission rate for particulate matter would be 25 tons per year. If a proposed new

major source had potential emissions of300 tons per year ofearbon monoxide and 30 tons per

5
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year ofparticulate, PSD would be triggered for both carbon monoxide and particulate matter

emissions.

Major Modifications of an Existing Major Source

for a préposed project at an existing source, the determination ofapplicability for a

proposed change to a source would begin with an examination ofthe status ofthe source at

which th change would occur to determine ifthe source is niajor or minor. This is iniiórtañt

because minor sources would not be subject to the provisions for major modifications. As

already discussed) a source would generally be major if its potential emissions of one or more

regulated NSR pollutants are I 00 or 250 tons/year, depending on the source type. Again, the

exception to this is greenhouse gases, which are not considered when determining whether a

source is major.

Certain activities that take place at major sources are not considered modifications. if a

project would only involve existing units, a determination must be made whether the changes

proposed for the existing units would he considered physical changes or changes in the method

ofoperation. for example, a project involving only changes to existing units that only involve

routine maintenance, repair or replacement of parts are not considered physical changes or

changes in the method of operation. A project that only involves such routine activities would

notbe a modification. !Such routine activities may also occur while other construction activity is

occurring. For example, petroleum refineries perform routine maintenance of equipment during

turnaround ofprocess units. During these tumarounds, a project ñiay also be planned that

involves constniction and or modifications of emission units.

Proposed projects that are modifications can vary in complexity. A project could be as

6
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simple as construction of a single new emissions unit, Alternatively, a proJect could involve

construction ofnew emissions units, changes to existing emissions units, or replacement of

emissions units, all ofwhieh iñay impact other emissions units at the. source. Regardless of the

complexity ofthe project, major modification applicabulitywould involve summing the

emissions changes of all emission units affected by the project.

for new emission units, the “changes” in emissions would simply be the potential, or
permitted, emissions ofthe new units. Sources often propose restñctions on new units consistent

with the greatest expected operation ofthe unit. These restrictions would be used to establish

permit terms to ensure that the units operate as proposed.

To determine the emissions change at an existing emissions unit, the unit’s historical

actual emissions (referred to as the “baseline actual emissions” in the PSJ program) would be

compared with its future actual emissions (referred to as the “projected actual emissions” in he

PSD program) Baseline actual emissions represent the average rate, in tons per year, that the

unit actually emitted the pollutant during a consecutive 24-month period, excluding

noncornpliant emissions. Projected actual emissions represent the annual rate, in tons per year,

at which an existing unit is projected to emit a regulated NSR pollutant, excluding the portion of

emissions that the unit could have accommodated iñd that are unrelated to the project. It should

be noed that even if a particular unit would not undergo a physical change or change in the

method ofoperations, the existing unit may be affected by a proposed project and be considered

when determining emissions. To determine the project emissions, the emissions increases for the

new emissions units would be combined with the ôhanges in emissions for the existing emissions

units affected by the project The total increases ofdifferent pollutants from the proposed project

would be compared against the applicable significant emission rates under the PSD rules. If the

7
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total equals or exceeds the applicable rate, a signifiôant Increase in emissions would occur. For

example, emissions increases of 1 00 and 25 tons per year would be considered significant for

carbon monoxide and particulate matter, respeetive1y An emission increase of 40 tons per year

would be considered significant for volatile organic material nitrogen 9xides and sulfur dioxide.

For greenhouse gases, a threshold of 75,000 tons’year would apply, provided a project is subject

to PSD based on significant emissions fOr another regulated NSR pollutant. If the change in

emissions for the project is not significant for a poiiutant, PSD would not be triggered for that

pollutant.

Finally, ifthe change in emissions for the project is significant, the “net” change in

emissions may be evaluated by a souree This evaluation is commonly referred to as a “netting

analysis” or “netting exercise” The netting exercise refers to the process of considering certain

previous and prospective emissions changes at the source to determine the net emissions increase

of a particular pollutant. Ifthe net emissions increase is signIficant, eg., I 00 tons/year of carbon

monoxide, the substantive requirements of PSD would be triggered for each pollutant for which

the net increase would be significant. Ifthe net emissions increase for the project is not

significant, PSD would not be triggered.

Planbvide Applicability Limitations

The PSD program, as is addressed iwthe proposed PSD riiIe, includes provisions for

establishing Plantwidc Applicability Limitations (PALs) for existing major stationary sources.

PALS would not be made available for minor sources A PAL would restrict all emissions ofa

particular regulated N$R pollutant from a subject source. For a source with a PAL for a

pollutant, PSD applicability for that pollutant would not be determined by its emissions increases

S
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due to a proposed project as explained above. Instead, ifthe source’s actual emissions ofthc

pollutant from a proposed project would remain be1ow the applicable PAL, the project would not

be a major modification for that pollutant even ifthe emissions increases due to the project

would be significant. A PAL for a partleuar pollutant would be established by the Illinois EPA

based on the baseline actual emissions of all existing emissions units at the source and the

potential emissions ofall new emissions units at the source pins the significant emissions rate of

the particular pollutant.

Recordkeeping and Reporting for Certain Projects That Are Not Major Modifications

In addition to the applicability criteria for PSD review, the PSD program, as reflected in

proposed Part 204, includçs requirements for recordkeeping and reporting for certain projects

that occur at an existing major stationary source and that are determined not to be major

modifications. These requirements would apply for projects for which the project increase(s) in

emissions are 50 percent or more ofthe applicable significant emission rate.

Conclusion

In conclusion, with respect to the applicability ofthe P$D permit program, the Illinois

EPA has developed proposed Part 204 to mirror the relevant proviskons ofthe federal PSD

pr9gam.

9
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TESTIMONY OF CHRISTOPHER ROMAINE

My name is Christopher Romaine. I am here today for the Illinois Enviromnental Protection

Agency (Agency) to provide testimony supporting the regulatory proposal that is the subject of

this proceeding.

I have a Bachelor ofScience in Engineering from Brown University and have completed

coursework toward a Master’s Degree in Environñ-iental Engineering from Southern Illinois

University. I am a Registered Professional Engineer in the State of illinois.

I started my career with the Agency in June 1 976, at ajunior level in the Permit Section in the

Division ofAir Pollution ControL I am éuffently the Manager ofthe Construction Unit in the

Bureau ofAir, Permit Section. The Construction Unit processes applications for construction

pçimits involving stationary sources ofemissions that are or would be subject to Illinois’ Clean

Air Act Permit Program for stationary sources ofemissions. I previously served as Manager of

the New Source Review Unit, Manager ofthe Utility Unit and Manager ofthe Joint

Utility/Construction Unit, all in the Air Permit Section. In. all ofthese roles, I have been

involved with the permitting ofprojects that were subject to the Prevention of Significant

Deterioration (PSD) permit program.

In addition to my duties related to permitting, in my tenure with the Agency, I have assisted with

a number ofregulatory proposals for stationary sources. These proposals included rules for

Nonattainment New Source Review for proposed construction projects in nonattainment areas,

rules establishing Reasonable Available Control Technology (RACT) for volatile organic

I
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material emissions for certain categories of emissions Units, rifles for Illinois Clean Air Act

Permit Program (CAAPP), rules for the Emission Reduction Market System tERMS) and the

original rules for control ofemIssions from coal-fired utility boilers.

INTRODUCTION

My testimony involves the regulations pthposed by the Agency for new Part 204 ofTitle 35 of

the illinois Administrative Code (35 111. Mm Code Part 204), which would establish a state ?$D

permitting program for Illinois. As a general matter, as explained in the Statement of Reasons

that accompanied the Agency’s regulatory proposal, proposed Part 204 has been developed to

conform With the federal PSD program. The Technical Support Document that accompanied the

Agency’s proposal provided a description ofthis federal PSD permit program as it is currently

applied and Implemented by the United States Environmental Protection Agency or USEPA. My

tetimony further describes this federal PSD permit program that would be reflected in the

provisions ofthe Agency’s proposal for 35 III Adrn Code Part 204.

The specific focus ofmy testimony is the substanth’é requirements ofthe PSD permit program

that, for one or more pollutants, are relevant for a proposed new major stationary source of

emissions or a proposed major modification of a stationary source. in this regard, the general

purpose ofthe PSD program is to prevent significant deterioration ofair quality. As the PSD

piogram applies directly to a proposed new major stationary source or a proposed major

modification at a stationary source, the PSD program acts to prevent significant deterioration of

air quality by imposing certain substantive requirements for such projects, as will be discussed in

this testimony.

One ofthese requirements ofthe PSD permit program, Best Available Control Technology

(BACT), directly addresses the emissions ofa proposed project. As it applies to the emissions

units that are part ofa proposed project, BACT requires the maximum degree ofreduction in the

emissions ofthe pollutants for which the proposed project is subject to PSD. As such, the BACT

requirement of PSD commonly requires more stringent control of emissions than would be

required to comply with the various emission limits and control requirements that would apply to

subject emissions units under the applicable federal and state emission standards.
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The other substantive requirements ofthe PSD program generally involve various assessments of

the impacts or potential effects ofthe emissions ofa proposed project, including the impacts of

the project’s emissions on ambient air quality These assessments only lead to more stringent

emission limits or other changes to the plans for a proposed project as necessary to avoid

unatceptabie impacts from the project. For example, these assessments may necessitate changes

to the design ôfa project to. ensure that it would not result in violations ofa National Ambient

Air Quality Standard or NAAQS.

These substantive requirements ofthe PSD pro’am are generally set forth in Part C ofTitle I of

the federal Clean Air Act, Prevention of Significant Deterioration ofAir Quality. These

requirements have been further developed in regulations adopted by USEPA, notably 40 CFR

51 .166 and 52.21 . As discussed in the Statement ofReasons prepared by the Agency for this

proposed ru1emakrn, proposed 35 IAC Part 204 has generally been developed to reflect the

provisions ofthe federa’ PSD program. This approach has been taken in Part 204 as it would

address the substantive requirements ofPSD for a proposed new major source or major

modification, as well as for the provisions in Part 204 that would address applicability of PSD

Incidentally, in addition to the direct consequences ofthe PSD program for proposed new major

sources and major modifications, it is also note’orthy that the potential ãpp1icabiIiti of the

substantive requireiñents ofP$D also act to indirectly lowerernissions àf certain proposed new

sources and modifications so that they are not major The PSD program generally creates an

incentive for proposed new sources and modifications to be designed and constructed so that

emissions are such that they are not subject to the substantive requirements ofthe P$D program.

This may result in the selection or design of emission units with lower emissions, the use ofmore

efficient emission control equipment or, for a prnposed modification, actions elsewhere at the

source to create accompanying decreases in emissions, Even ifa proposed source or

modification is major and subject to PSD for certain pollutant(s), an incentive exists to reduce

the emissions ofotherpollutants and the number ofpollutants for which PSD is applicable

When cons;dermg the substantive requirements of P$D, it is important to remember that

applicability ofPSD must be considered separately for individual regulated N$R pollutants.

Accordingly, this testimony addresses the substantive requirements ofthe PSD prograih only as a

3
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proposed new major source or major modification would be subject to PSD for a particular

pollutant or pollutants. Considering its potential emissions ofdifferent regulated N$R pollutants,

a proposed new major source is subject to PSD only for the pollutants for which emissions are

either major or significant and not for other pollutants for which emissions are below the

significant emission rates. Likewise, a proposed major modification is subject to PSD only for

its emissions ofpollutants for which the increases or net increases in emissions are significant.

In addition, the applicability ofthe PSD program for a proposed project may also be affected if

the project would take place in an area that is designated nonattainment. For a proposed new

source or modification in a nonattamment area, the substantive requirements ofthe ND program

do not apply for a regulated NSR pollutant to the extent that the provisions of the PSD program

are supplanted by the provisions ofthe Nonattainment New Source Review or NA NSR

program. For example, in an area thatis designated nonattainment for ozone, ‘the applicable

provisIons ofNA NSR apply for emissions ofvolatile organic material rather than the provisions

of PSD. This is because volatile organic material is only regulated under NSR as it is a precursor

to the formation ofozone in the atmosphere. The NA N$R program addresses the emissions of

“nonattainment pollutants” from proposed sources and modifications in nonattainment areas. As

related to pollutants for which there are ambient air quality standards, the PSD program

addresses proposed sources and modifications in areas that are designated attainment or

unclassified for those pollutants.

For simplicity, the remainder ofmy testimony routinely refers to proposed new major sources

and proposed major modifications that would be subject to PSD for one or more pollutants as

“major projects “ These major projects are also described as being “proposed” projects This is

because the substantive requirements ofthe PSD program are expected to be addressed during

the planning and design of a major project with an appropriate penriit issued before

commencement of construction on a major project.

BEST AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (BACT)

Best Available Control Technology (BACT) is a limit or other restrictions on the emissions of a

pollutant from an emissions unit that is established by the permitting authority by the issuance of

a PSO permit that addresses such unit. When describing the substantive requirements ofthe PSD

4
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program, the BACT requirement is commonly addressed first because, as it applies to a proposed

major project, it directly addresses the emissions ofthe project and th control

technology that must be utilized for the project BACT reflects the permitting authonty’s

detenuination ofthe maximum degree ofreduction in emissions of a pollutant from an emissions

Unit that is achievable through application ofproduction processes or available methods,

systems, and techniques. BACT is commonly described as a technology that is used to control or

reduce emissions of a pollutant However, as defined by Section 1 69(3) of the Clean Air Act and

the ?SD program, the term BACT actually refers to the emission limit(s) or requirement(s) that

are set forsubject emissions units, not the control technologies underlying those requirements.

The BACT requirement ofthe PSD program is separate from the requirement that an applicant

for a PSD permit demonstrate that a proposed major project will not have unacceptable impacts.

for some projects, in addition to establishing BACT for the project, the PSD permit must also

impose additional reqiiirernçnts for the emissions ofthe project or other aspects ofthe plans for

the project to ensure that the impacts ofthe project will not be unacceptable.

Under the PSD program, the applicability ofthe BACT requirement ofthe PSD program is

different for proposed new major sources and for major modifications. for a proposed new

major source, BACT is required for each pollutant for which PSD applies, with BACT

determined for each ofthe stationary emission units and po1lutantemitting activities at the

proposed new source that would emit that pollutant,

For a proposed major modification subject to PSD, the BACT requirement applies to each

proposed new emissions unit that would emit that polliitant. It also applies to each existing

emissions unit at which a net increase in emissIons ofthat pollutant would occur as a result of a

physical change or change in the method of operation in the unit In determining whether a

physical change or change in the method of operation would occur at an emissions unit, certain

exclusions in the definition ofmajor modification are relevant, For example, an increase in the

operating rate and emissions of an emissions unit is. not considered a change in method of

operation if the emissions unit is physically capable of accommodating the increased operation

and the new level of operation would not exceed any enforceable limit that was previously

established under the PSD programS

5
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BACT determinations are made on a case-by-case basis for specific projects. As appropnate,

they consider energy, environmental, and economic impacts and other costs ofthe technology

that could potentially be required to be used to control einissions BACT limits are established

in PSD permits and must be at least as stringent as the standard(s) applicable to subject emissions

unit(s) under any applicable federal New Source Performance Standard (NSPS) or National

Emission Standard for Hazardous Air PoUutants (NESHAP) Proposed determinations of BACT

are a matter that is commonly subject to óomment by the public during the comment period

before flnal action is taken to issue a PSD permit for a proposed project

BACT is commonly set as numerical limits for emissions ofthe subject emissions units, with

limits typically set in the same form as the emissions standards that apply to the emissions unit

under applicable regulations, pounds/million Btu or pounds/ton ofproduct. However, If

technological or economic limitations on the application ofmeasurement technology would

make the imposition of a numerical limit infeasible for an emissions unit, the permitting

authority may instead set non-numerical BACT requirement(s), such as design, work practice or

operatIonal requirement(s).

Permitting authorities generally make BACT determinations using the “top-down process” This

systematic approach to the determination of BACT has been recommended by USEPA in its

guidance for over 25 years, most notably in its New Source Review Workshop Manual:

Prevention ofSign/ieant Deterioration andNonattainmentArea PermittinE, released in 1990. A

top-down BACT analysis for a particular emissions unit or group ofunits entails five steps, as

listed below.

. Step I ; Identify available control technologies.

a Step 2: Evaluate the technical feasibility ofidentified control technologies and eliminate

technologies that are not technically feasible.

a Step 3: Rank the “feasible control technologies” by effectiveness in reducing emissions.

a Step 4: Evaluate energy. environmental and economic or cost impacts associated with

control technologies as necessary to select the BACT technology.

a Step 5: Establish the BACT limits and requirements for use ofthe control technology

selected as BACT.

6
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By way offurther explanation, in Step 1 ofa Top-Down BACT analysis, available or

“can4idate” emission control technologies that have a potential for reducing emissions of the

target pollutant from the proposed new or modified emissions unit(s) are identified. For this

purpose, available control technologies include add-on control devices (e g , fabric filter

baghouses or afterburners). Available control technologies that must also be identified Include

alternative fuels (e!g., lowersüffiir fuels), use of alternative raw materials (e.g., use of lower

vapor pressure solvents for cleanup operatIons) and alternative methods or processes that would

reduce the formation or level ofemissions (e g , use oflow-solvent coating technology) The

requirement to consider alternative fuels, raw materials, methods and processes when

determining BACT does not extend to consideration of alternatives that would redefine the basIc

business purpose or firndamental scope or design ofthe project that is proposed by an applicant.

Available control technologies can be identified based on their use on emissions units in the

same source category or based on their use on other units in other source categories with similar

emission characteristics and exhaust gas streams. Available emission control technologies are

commonly identified from information in the USEPA’s online RACTIBACT/LAER

Clearinghouse (RBLC), permits for existing sources, relevant USEPA air pollution control rules

and rulernakings, technicaljoumals and published research papers.

In Step 2 of a topdon BACT analysis, the available emission control technologies that have

been identified for the subject emissions units are reviewed for their technical feasibility.

Control technologies that are not technically feaible need not be consideied further. A control

technology is considered to be technically feasible for purposes ofBACT ifit would function

effectively to reduce emissions of the subject unit(s).

In Step 3 of a top-down BACT analysis, the technically feasible options for control of emissions

ofthe subject unit(s) are ranked in order of control effectiveness, with the most effective control

option at the top of the ranking. The control options that are ranked in this step include each of

the control technologies that have been determined to be feasible in Step 2 ofthe analysis. For

feasible control technologies that can be implemented with a wide range ofeontrol effectiveness,

different values of effectiveness may be ratiked separately as distinct control options. As two or

more ofthe technically feasible control technologies may be used in combination, these

7
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combinations of control technologies would also be addressed as separate control options in the

ranking ofcontrol options The effectiveness ofthe control options may be expressed as a

control efficiency for the pollutant or the enissiöñ iate that would be achieved, or both. The

effectiveness ofthe control options is accompnied by data for the annual emissions of the

subject unit(s) that would accompany use ofthe various control options.

In Step 4 of a top-down BACT analysis, the control options in Step 3 may be further investigated

ifthe top ranked control option is not selected as the technological basis ofthe limit(s) or

requirement(s) that will constitute BACT. Control option(s) may be rejected for use as BACT

due to the accompanying adverse energy impacts, environmental impãêts, and economic impacts

and other costs of the option(s) The top ranked option that is not rejected becomes the

technologièal basis for the emission limIt(s) or requirements that will be set as BAcT. If the

top-ranked option is proposed as the technological basis OfBACT, Step 4 may be skipped

provided that this option does not present energy impacts, environmental Impacts or

economic/cost impacts that are worthy ofbeing mentioned.

Ifthe control option proposed by an applicant is not the top-ranked control option, then the

BACT demonstration must include an analysis of energy impacts, environmental impacts, and

economic impacts and other cost ofthè selectedontro1 option and the higher ranked options to

support the rejection Ofthe higher ranked options.

The energy impacts COUU0nly identified in BACT analyses involve the amount of fuel or

electricity that control technologies consume. The environmental impacts that are commonly

identified involve adverse impacts associated with generation of solid waste or wastewater.

Beneficial environmental impacts may 4150 be considered as particular control technologies

reduce emissions of pollutant(s) other than the pollutant for which BACT is required.

The cost impacts of a control option are the costs that the applicant would incur to install, operate

and maintain the control option To determine the direct costs from use of various add-on

control devices, USEPA recommends relying on add-on control technology costing

methodologies set forth in its EPA Air Pollution Control Cost ManuaL Also, relevant are any

cost savings from a control option, such as the value ofrecovered product.
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The evaluation of economic impacts in Step 4 generally uses a methodology, which is also

outlined in USEPA’s guidance, for expressing the costsof a control option on an annualized

basis and then calculating the cost effectiveness ofthe option. CosteffectIveness is the cost of

the reduction in emissions ofthe target pollutant that would no longer be emitted, in dollars per

ton or pound ofavoided emissions. Both average cost effectiveness and incremental cost

effectiveness áie potentially meaningful màasures to be considered.

Values for cost effectiveness are usefW in BACT determinations because they provide a ready

comparison between the control options currently under consideration and control options

considered in previous BACT determinations. However, cost effectiveness values do not

necessarily form the entire basis for the selection ofthe control option because they do not reflect

consideration of energy impacts, environmental impacts and other economic impacts of various

control options. Although information for cost-effectiveness is often useful, there generally are

not set values of costeffectiveness below which a control option will always be selected as

BACT and above which a control option will never be selected,

In Step 5 of the topdown BACT analysis, the enforceable numerical emission limit(s) or other

requirement(s) that will represent BACT for the subject unit(s) are selected by the permitting

authority. These provisions will be based on the level ofemissions that is achie’hible with the

control option selected in Step 4. This will necessarily reflect reasoned judgment because BACT

must not be so stringent that it is not achievable on an ongoing basis for the operating life of the

subject unit(s) provided that the unit(s) and the control technology are properly maintained and

operated. At the same time, BACT must represent the maximum reduction in emissions

achievable with the selected control technology.

The topdown BACT process has been found to be an effective approach for making BACT

determinatIons. The top;down process assures consideration ofthe most effective control

technologies and the most stringent emission limits or requirements that are achievable. Ifa less

stringent limit or requirement is proposed or set as BACT, the adverse impacts that are the basis

for the decision are clearly set forth.

In practice, an applicant for a PSD permit is required to include detailed top-down

demonstrations in its application showing that BACT would be used for a proposed project. This

9
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includes reviews ofpossible emission control technologies and information on the technical

feasibilit, achievable emission reductions, energy impacts, environmental impacts, and

economic impacts and other costs ofthose possrb1etecbno1og Permitting authorities then

review this information, conduct their own invetigations and evaluations, and make the actual

top-down determinations of BACT.

ANALYSES Of IMPACTS ON AMBIENT AIR QUALITY

The analyses for impacts on ambient air quality required by PSD for a major project must show

that the emissions ofa subject pollutant from the proposed project, as it is described in the

application, would not cause or contribute to a violation ofany NAAQS. for the purpose of

these analyses, actual ambient air quality data representative ofthe location ofthe source must be

assembled and considered ifthe proposed project would have meaningful impacts on air qualIty

since it is necessary to quantitatively consider current levels of ambient air quality in an area.

Dispersion modeling techniques are well developed for essentially stable pollutants like

particulate matter, SO2, and CO, and can readily address the impacts of individual sources and

projects. The modeling techniques for ozone, which is a reactive pollutant, are more complex

and have generally been developed for analysis ofozone air quality over entire urban areas. As

such, these modeling techniques are not applied for most projects for ozone. For most projects,

the potential impacts on ozone air quality can be reasonably addressed by use of representative

factors for the formation of ozone from emissions of ozone precursors VOM and NON.

As the analysis for a pollutant entails computer modeling to predict air quality impacts, the air

quality impact analysis must generally be performed in a manner consistent with the

requirements ofthe USEPA’S Guideline on Air Quality Models, codified at Appendix W of 40

CFR Part SL This guideline addresses matters such as the dispersion models that should be

used, the development ofthe grid ofreceptors at which impacts will be evaluated and the

handling ofthe meteorological data that is part ofthe input to the analysis.

When processing applications for PSD permits, USEPA considers that the requirement to not

cause or contribute to air pollution in excess ofa NAAQ$ is satisfied when an applicant

demonstrates that the increased emissions from the proposed project will not have a signiflcant

10
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of meaningful impact on cnrrent ambient air quality. This includes not having a meaningful

impact at a location where the analysis for a proposed project shows that the NAAQS could

already be exceeded. Significant impact levels (SIL) are values for air quality impacts that are

considered to represent meaningful impacts. USEPA has established SILs for N02, SO2, PMi

and CO, 40 CFR 51, Appendix S, Section IlL These SILs are fractions ofthe NAAQS. for

example, the $IL for N02 on an annual average adopted by USEPA is 1 .0 jig’m, compared to

the NAAQS of 100 tg/m3 For 25 and ozone, USEPA currently has recommendations for

SILs but recognizes that permitting authorities have the discretion to ie other values for SILs

that are approprite to address the circumtances of particular as1

The SILs are commonly used in two different ways in air quality impact ãnalysës. first, a

“screening analysis” is typically performed by the applicant to determine whether the predicted

change in ambient concentration of a pollutant resulting from a proposed project will exceed the

SIL at any point in time and space. Ifnot, then the applicant has demonstrated that the proposed

emissions increases would not cause or contribute to a\’iolation öfthë NAAQS. Further analysis

is typically not required ofthe applicant. Ifthe predicted change in ambient concentration

resulting from a proposed project exceeds the SIL then a more refined “cumulative analysis” is

required with respect to that NAAQS and, if applicable, that PSD increment.

The requirements for the cumulative NAAQS dispersion analysis, which are generally set forth

in the USEPA’s Guideline on Air Quality Models, provide the methodology for determining the

predicted changes in ambient concentration ofa pollutant due to the emissions increases from the

proposed major stationary source or a majormodification, and from nearby stationary sources,

and adding these changes to a measured background conóentration. Ifthe total predicted

concentration will exceed the NAAQS at a particular receptor and tirne,then a violation is

predicted. The requested PSD permit can be issued only ifthe applicant demonstrates that the

contribution ofthe proposed project to the predicted violation will not exceed the SIL.

As part ofthe air quality analysis for the NAAQS, a PSD permit application must include

ambient air quality monitoring data representative ofthe area that would be impacted }y the

1 Peter Ts;ngotis, USEPA, Guidance on Sgrnflcant Impacts Leveisfor Ozone and Fine Particles in the
Prevention ofsigrnficantDeterioration Permitting Program. April 17, 2018.
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emissions from the proposed major project The Agency, like other state air pollution control

agencies, operates an ambient air quality momtonng network for pollutants for which there are

NAAQS. Data from this network may be used to satisfy the preconstruction air quality

monitoring requirements ifit is determined that the location of an existing monitoring station can

be considered representative ofthe air quality in the area in which the proposed major project

would take place. Fora pollutant that is not a NAAQS pollutant, the application must include

such ambient air quality monitoring data as the permitting authority determInes is necessary to

assess ambient air quality for that pollutant in the area that the proposed project would affect.

ANALYSIS FOR CONSUMPTION OF “PSU INCREMENT”

An applicant for a PSD permit must conduct modeling analyses as necessary to demonstrate that

the proposed project would not cause or contribute to a violation ofthe applicable PSD

increments. The PSD increments or “maximum allowable increases” are a form ofambIent air

quality standard under the PSD program that directly address deterioration ofair quality for

criteria pollutants in attainment areas in this regard, the PSD program is designed to prevent

significant deterioration of air quality while still allowing for some increases in emissions and

increases in the concentrations ofpollutants in the ambient air in attainment areas provided that

concentrations would not rise to the level that NAAQS would be violated. The PSD increments

under the PSD program aic permissible increases in the concentrations of criteria pollutants,

other than ozone, in the ambient air, as evaluated from baseline concentrations f the pollutant.

The original PSD increments, which oniy addressed air quality for particulate matter and SO2,

were set by Section 163(b)(l), (2) and (3) ofthe Clean Air Act. USEPA has set Increments for

additional pollutants over time.

Under the PSD program, attainment areas are classified as CLass I, Class II or Class III areas.

The PSD increments for each class of area set the acceptablç levels ofdeteñoration of air quality

in such areas. The PSD increments for Class I areas are the most restrictive and provide for the

smallest increases in pollutant concet*rations. The Clean Air Act designates over 1 50 areas in

the country that are deserving ofthe protections provided by status as Class I areas These

“mandatory” Class I areas include international parks, large national wilderness areas, and large

national parks. The PSD program also provides for other areas to be designated Class I when it
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is dcterrnjned that the Class I increments are appropriate for the areas. There are not any areas

in Illinois that are designated as Class I areas. However, there are Class I ãiéas in neighboring

states that could potentially be Impacted by the emissions of a proposed large proposed major

project in Illinois depending upon its Iocation For example, for proposed projects in

southwestern Illinois, the wilderness area at the US. fish and Wildlife Serviqe’s Mingo Refuge

in southeastern Missouri must be considered. For proposed projects in southeastern Illinois,

Mammoth Cave National Park in central Kentuéky must be eonsidered

For Class II areas, the PSD increments allow for moderate increases in the concentrations of

pollutants for example, for PMo on a 24-hour average, the maximum allowable increase in the

concentration ofPMio in the ambient air from the baseline level is 30 ig/&. Areas in Illinois,

like most areas ofthe country, are classified as Class II areas. for Class III areas, the PSD

increments were developed to allow substantial increases in concentrations ofpoliutants

However, there are currently not any such areas in the country.

PSD increment analyses typically evaluate the amount ofPSD increment that would be

consumed by the proposed major project and any previous consumption and expansion of

increment to show that the increment would not be exceeded. Ifthe impacts ofa proposed

project are significant, this Involves preparing an inventory ofnew emission units within the area

that were constructed afier the baseline date that did or will increase actual emissions, as well as

any activities that decreased actual emissions. Increment-affecting increases in actual emissions

are described as consuming increment because they reduce the amount ofthe allowable change

in concentration that remains available for subsequent projects. Increment-affecting decreases in

actual emissions are described as expanding increment because they increase the amount of the

available increment that remains available for subsequent projects

The procedures for dispersion modeling for purposes ofdernonstrating eompliance with P813

increments are structurally similar to the prâêedures for the cumulative NAAQS analysis

described above There are two main differences between increment analyses and NAAQS

analyses. First, the inventory of emissions units and emissions is smaller because it includes

only increment-affecting emissions changes. Second, the predictedchanges in ambient

concentrations ofpollutants are not added to ambient background concentrations. This is
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because the PSD increments restrict changes in pollutant concentrations in an area, not the

maxithum concentration ofpollutants like the NAAQS.

ADDITIONA[J IMPACTS ANALYSiS

As part ofa PSD permit application, the applicant must provide an analysis ofthe impairment to

visibility, soils and vegetation that would potentially occur as a result ofthe emissiön from the

proposed major pfOject. While the PSD program provides that the analysis ofimpacts to

vegetation oniy needs to consider impairment to vegetation with significant commercial or

recreational value, other statutes require that impacts to endangered or threatened species of

vegetation also be addressed during permitting. The material commonly used by appIicans to

assess the potential impacts of air pollutants include studies and documents prepared by the

USEPA and other federal agencies and, in Illinois, information from the Illinois Department of

Natural Resources.

The applicant for a PSD permit must also provide an assessment for the emissions that could

result from general commercial, residential, industrial, and other growth that could occur from

the proposed major project. This assessment involves consideration of the emissions imacts of

activities that ar not a part ofa proposed major project but can reasonably be expected to occur

as a result ofthe project.

IMPACTS ON AIR QUALITY RELATED VALUES IN CLASS I AREA(S)

for a proposed major project that may affect a Class I area, the PSD program requires that an

analysis ofthe anticipated impacts on visIbility in the Class I area be provided to the appropriate

federal Land Manager In this regard, the U S Department of Agriculture is responsible for

management ofuational wilderness areas; the U.S. Department ofthe Interior is responsible for

management ofnational parks. To determIne whether a proposed major project may affeet a

nearby Class I area, relevant guidance currently provides that an initial screening approach may

be used for projects that are more than 50 kilometers from any Class I area. This approach is

based on ratio between the combined increase in emissions of 502, NO and PMio from the

project and the distance to the nearest Class I area. When a project is closer to a Class I area than

50 kilometers or the initial screening approach shows that a proposed project may affect a Class I
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area, more refined screening and analysis techniques must be used Other than initial screening,

permitting authontieScçinmon1y reqtk appi;eants for PSD permits to conduct the analyses to

assess any impacts on visibility and other air-quality related values in the Class I area.

Under the PSD rules, the responsiMe Fedefal Land Managerh an affirmative responsibility to

protect the air quality related values, including visibility, in the Class I area The PSD permitting

authority will consider any analysis performed by the FLM that shows that the proposed major

project would have an adverse impact on visibility in a Class I area Ifthe permitting authority

agrees with the Federal Land Manager’s finding with respect to impacts on visibility or other air

quality related values at the Class I area, a P$D permit must be denied unless the proposed

project is appropriately revised. Ifthe permitting authority disagrees with that finding, assuming

all other requirenients ofthe PSD permit program are satisfied, a P$D permit may be issued.

PUBLIC COMMENT PIRIOD

Before a PSD permit may be issued for proposed major project, the permitting authority must

hold a public comment period on the proposed issuance ofthe permIt. The obligation to hold a

public comment period rists on the iermithng authority. Applicants for PSD permits are

affected by this requirement because it affects the amount oftime that is needed to obtain a PSD

permit for a proposed majorprojeet.

The essential purpose ofthe public comment period is toprovide the public with an opportunity

to review a draft ofthe planned permit and to submit comments on the proposed action and the

draft permit. As appropriate, the public comment period will include a public hearing to enable

members ofthe public to submit oral comments, as well written comments, on the planned PSD

permitting action After the public comment period, the permitting authority will review and

consider relevant comments before taking its final action on the application

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, with respect to the substantive requirements ofthe PSD permit program, the

Agency has developed proposed 35 III. Mm. Code Part 204 to mirror the relevant provisions of

the federal PSD program.
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BEFORE THE POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD
OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

EN THE MATTER OF: )
)

PROPOSED NEW 35 ILL ADM CODE 204 )
PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT )
DETERIORATION, AMENDMENTS TO 35 ) Rl%-1
ILL ADM CODE PARTS 101, 105,203, 211, ) (Rulemakmg—Air)
AND%15 )

)

PRE-FILED QUESTIONS OF CITIZENS AGAINST RUINING THE ENVIRONMENT FOR
ILLINOIS EPA’S WITNESSES

I, Daryl Grabie, on behalfofCitizens Against Ruining the Environment (“CARE”),

hereby file the pre-flled questions for the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency’s (“IL EPA”)

witnesses in this matter, as provided by the Hearing Officer Order issued on September I 8th,

201 8. CARE submits the following questions:

I In the current rulemaking proceeding IL EPA has proposed amendments to 35 III Adm
CodeParts 101, 105,203,211,and2l5 Jtis%Ul Mm Code2I75,however,whith
governs the Illmois Pollution Control Board’s C Board”) “Orgamzation, Public
Information, and Types ofProceedings,” with Section 600 specifically addressing
“Adjudicatory Proceedings.” 2 ill. Ada Code § %l71600(a) wants the Board the
authority to hear certain adjudicatory cases, while 2 ilL Mm. Code § 2l75.6OO(a(2)
governs the “Permit Appeals” the Board may hear. That portion ofthe Administrative
Code provides that “certam third patties may petition the Board for a hearing to contest
the decision ofthe Agency” only in the specific limited instances where “the Agency
grants a RCRA permit for a hazardous waste disposal site or grants or denies a National
Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit”

This is at odds with proposed 35 Ill Mm Code § I 05 604(c), which appears to grant the
authority to appeal an Agency pemfiffing decision to “aJny person who participated in
the Agency public comment process for a PSD permit and Is either aggrieved or has an
interest that is or may be adversely affected by the PSD permit” In other words,
proposed 35 III Adm Code § 105 604(c) grants the authority to appeal PSD permitting
decisions to “certain third parties” like those referenced in 2 ilL Ada Code §
21 756OO(a)(%)

& Is there currently a mlemakmg proceeding underway that will amend 2 111 Adm
Code § 2175 600(a)(2) to include the nghts ofthird parties m permit appeals
concerning Clean Air Act PSD permitting decisions?

I EvIi.3
t’

I, ;/,8
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I Ifthis is not the case, what are the practical effects oftins on the nghts of
third parties in appealing final PSD permitting decisions?

ii lfthis is not the case, will IL. EPA pursue the appropriate course of action
necessary to amend 2 Ill. Ada Code § 2i%56OO(a(2 to accurately
reflect the proposed amendments in the immediate proceeding9

2 At page 76 ofthe Statement ofReasons, IL EPA explains that it is not inchidmg 40 CFR

§ 52 21(o)(%) in proposed Section 204 1 140 ‘ 40 CFR [] 52 2l(o)(3) provides the
Administrator with the option of reqrnnng visibility monitoring in any Federal Class I
area near a proposed new stationary’ source or major modification asis necessary and
appropriate.” The provided reaons for not including 40 CFR § 522lo)(’3) are that: 1)
“40 CFR [j 51 166(p) does not mandate that each applicable state implementation plan
submitted to USEPA for review and approval contain such a requirement,” and; 2) “no
Class I area exists in Illinois, or in close proximity to Jilinois”

a Why does IL EPA believe that the fact that no Class I areas current!;’ exist in
Illinois provides support for the proposed action9

b Given that 40 CFR § 52 21(g) explicitly provides States and “Indian Governing
Bodies” the authority to redesignate areas as Class I, what relevancy does the
current lack ofClass I designations have on the potential ofthture Class I
designations?

c. As Class I designations most often apply to such lands as 118. Wilderness Areas,
National Parks and Forests, and other FederáUy-protected lands, given Illinois’
trend ofincreasing tothl Federal acreage within its borders (16.5% increase from
1990 to %015)i, isn’t itpossible that the State ofilhinois may want to use its
authority to designate these lands as Class I in the future?

d. As the goal ofthe PSD program is to protect public health and welfare from the
adverse effects ofincreased airpollution, isn’t IL EPA’s proposed elimination of
the opportunity to require addthonal air momtonng antithetical to the Clean Air
Act at large, and to the P513 program in particular?

e. Ifneither illinois nor the relevant Indian Governing Bodies opt to use their
authority to redesignate lands as Class I, is there any cost to preserve the authority
found in 40 CFR § 52.%l(o)(3)?

£ Given the potential for future Class I designations in Illinois, can IL EPA
articulate any reason for elumnatmg this potential pollution momtonng
mechanism apart from the fact that they are not explicitly required by 40 CFR §
5l166(p) to include it?

3 Under Illinois’ existmg PSD pemuttmg scheme, USEPA’s Environmental Appeals Board
(“EAB”) is the adjudicatory body governing PSD permitting appeals As a federal entity,
the EAB has acknowledged it has a legal requirem.cr4, due to Executive Order 12898, to
address and consider environmentaljusfice issues ifthey are raised as part ofa PSD
permit appeal. in addition, multiple EAB decisions have held that ‘a permit issuer should
exercise its discretion to examine any ‘superficially plausible’ claim that a minority or
low-income population may be disproportionately affected by a particular facility that is

I Carol H Vincent, Laura A. Hanson & arIa N. Argueta, FederniLand Ownership: Overview and Data, 7-5700, at 17
(2017), available at
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the subject ofa PSI) permit proceeding ‘ Although IL EPA has its own established
environmental justice policy, the concept ofenvironmental justice is not mentioned in
eIther the proposed Board rules or in IL EPA’s Statement of Reasons, nor is it a part of
established Board precedent.

a Can IL EPA clanfy whether the Board will be required to evaluate the adequacy
ofiL EPA’s environmentaljusticerelated pennit decisions as part oft PSD
permit appeal?

b In the portion ofthe Statement ofReasons addressing proposed amendments to
Part I 05 Subpart F, PSD Permit Appeals, beginning on page 88, IL EPA relies
heavily on established EAR precedent, directly citing more than 20 EAR
decisions andjusfiI’frig a proposed standard ofreview on the basis that ft “has
been the same standard ofreview employed by USEPA’s EAB in its review of
any PSD decisions issued by delegated agencies and/or USEPA Regional
Offices,”

I Does IL EPA believe that this same logic should apply to the legal
relevancy ofenvironment& justice concerns, that, because of their
undeniable relevance m EAR PSD adjudications, the same legal relevancy
should apply in subsequent Board PSD permit appeals?

c* Does IL EPA believe that States should be permitted to assume control of federal
permitting programs for purposes ofrelaxing legal requirements contained
therein?

d. As allowing for envfronmentai justice concerns to be raised in PSD permit
appeals is both legal and practical, is IL EPA still “committed to protecting the
health ofthe citizens ofillinois and its environment, and to promoting
environmental equity in the admmistratton ofits programs to the extent it may do
so legally and practicably” as is claimed on its website?3

C Is IL EPA ofthe opinion that ehmmating the ability to raise environmental justice
concerns in flU peimit appeals is “support[ingj the objectives ofachieving
environmental equity for all ofthe citizens ofillinois,” as it purports to do on its
website?4

a in re Avenol Power CeAter, LLC, 15 EAD. 384, 398 (EAB 201 t)(quoting in re EcoEléctrica, Li’,, 7 EAD. 56,
69 rn 17 (EAB 1997)).
3 Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, Environmental Justice (EJ), lIlinoisgov,

WI !w *2 øhflCl3 4401 ax (last visited Novemberl6th 2018)
4 id
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Respectthhly submitted1

_____ _____

aryl Gi%e, Chicago Legal Chnic Inc

Dated: November 19, 2018

Daryl Grable
Chicago Legal Clime, Inc
21 1 W. Wacker, Suite 750
Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 726-2938
(312) 726-5206 (fax)
dgrab1ec1c1aworg
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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD

iN THE MATTER OF: )
)

PROPOSED NEW 35 ILL. ADM. CODE 204, ) R19-1
PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT ) (Rulemaking — Air)
DETERIORATION, AMENDMENTS TO 35 )
ILL. ADM. CODE PARTS 101, 105, 203, 21 1, )
and2l5. )

PRE-FILED QUESTIONS OF ILLINOIS EPA WITNESSES

NOW COMES the Illinois Environmental Regulatory Group (“IERG”), by and through

its attorneys, HEPLERBROOM, LLC, and pursuant to the Hearing Officer Order of September

1 8, 20 1 8, submits the following Pre-Filed Questions of Illinois EPA Witnesses.

Question 1 : In his Pre-Filed Testimony, Mr. Jason Schnepp states that “[t]he provisions

ofthe proposed rule generally mirror the provisions ofthe existing federal PSD rule at 40 CFR

52.21.” Pre-Filed Testimony ofJason Sclmepp, PCB R 19-1, at 3 (Ill.Pol.Control.Bd. Nov. 8,

201 8) (emphasis added). Mr. Schnepp also addressed PSD applicability in his Pre-Filed

Testimony. Would PSD applicability differ under the proposed Part 204 regulations from PSD

applicability under 40 C.F.R. 52.21?

Question 2 : Mr. Christopher Romaine addressed the analysis and control requirements

ofthe PSD program in his Pre-filed Testimony filed on November 8, 2018. Would analysis and

control requirements under the proposed Part 204 regulations differ from the corresponding

requirements under 40 C.F.R. 52.21?

Question 3: How many States have State Implementation Plan (“SIP”)-approved PSD

programs?

Question 4: How many States have USEPA-delegated PSD programs?

2
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Dated: November 19, 2018

Katherine Ii Hodge
LaDonna Driver
Daniel L. Siegfried
HEPLERBROOM, LLC
4340 Acer Grove Drive
Springfield, Illinois 62711
Katherine.Hodge(dheplerbroom.com
LaDonna.Driver@heplerbroom.com
Daniel.Siegfried@heplerbroom.com
(217) 528-3674

Question 5: Specifically in USEPA Region V, how many States have SIP-approved PSD

programs versus delegated PSD programs?

Question 6: Tn Illinois EPA’ s Statement of Reasons filed in this matter, Illinois EPA

mentions a separate rulemaking to amend 35 Ill. Adm. Code 252, Public Participation in the Air

Pollution Control Permit Program, “to accommodate a SIP-approved PSD program in Illinois.”

See Statement ofReasons, PCB R 19-1, at 3, 28 (Ill.Pol.Control.Bd. July 2, 2018). What are

Illinois EPA’s plans for that rulemaking?

Respectfully submitted,

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL
REGULATORY GROUP

By: Is! N. LaDonna Driver
One of Its Attorneys
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ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD
November 19, 2018

INTHEMATTEROF: )
)

PROPOSED NEW 35 ILL. ADM. CODE 204, ) R19-1
PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT ) (Rulemaking - Air)
DETERIORATION, AMENDMENTS TO 35 )
ILL. ADM. CODE PARTS 101, 105, 203, 211,)
and2l5. )

HEARING OFFICER ORDER

On July 2, 201 8, the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA or Agency) filed a
proposal to amend the Board’s air pollution regulations. The proposal seeks to establish a state
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) permitting program in Illinois and the procedures
for that program. On August 23, 2018, the Board accepted IEPA’s proposal for public comment
without sending it to first notice. The hearing officer scheduled first hearing in this proceeding
for November 27, 201 8 and directed interested persons to file their prefilled testimony by
November 12, 20 1 8 . The hearing officer also set November 19, 201 8 as the deadline for pre
filed questions.

The Board and Staff have reviewed the proposed rules and IEPA’ s testimony filed on
November 8, 2018, and submit with this order their questions to IEPA, included as Attachment
A. Anyone may file a comment, and anyone may respond to the questions attached, as well as
any other pre-filed questions in the record. Because the hearings in this proceeding are held by
videoconference, to afford all participants equal access, all answers, ifpre-filed, and any
document to be offered as a hearing exhibit must be filed at least 24 hours before the scheduled
start ofthe hearing. 35 Ill. Adm. Code 102.424(h). All filings in this proceeding will be
available on the Board’ s website at https://pcb.illinois.gov in the rulemaking docket R19-1.
Unless the Board, hearing officer, Clerk, or procedural rules provide otherwise, all documents in
this proceeding must be filed electronically through the Clerk’s Office On-Line (COOL). 35 Ill.
Adm. Code 101.302(h), 101.1000(c), 101.SubpartJ.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Tetyana Rabczak
Hearing Officer
Illinois Pollution Control Board
l00WestRandolph, Suite 11-500
Chicago, Illinois 60601
(312) 814-5053
tetyana.rabczak(il1inois.gov
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ATTACHMENT A
R19-1

PROPOSED NEW 35 ILL. ADM. CODE 204, PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT
DETERIORATION, AMENDMENTS TO 35 ILL. ADM. CODE PARTS 101, 105, 203,

211, and 215

General Questions

1 . Please explain if IEPA hosted a stakeholder process in developing the proposed rule. If
so, please provide the list of stakeholders that participated in that process.

2. IEPA indicates that 40 CFR 5 1 . 166 addresses regulations governing state PSD programs
established pursuant to state law and submitted to USEPA for approval and incorporation
into SIP while 40 CFR 52.21 governs federal PSD programs and applies in those states
without a SIP-approved PSD program. SR at 7-8. The Board notes that Section 9. 1(c) of
the Environmental Protection Act (Act) directs the Board to incorporate 40 CFR 52.21 by
reference in its regulations to establish a PSD program. 41 5 ILCS 5/9.1(c).

IEPA’s proposal for a state PSD program, however, is based on 40 CFR 52.21, and not
40 CFR 5 1 . 1 66. SR at 2$ . For the clarity of the record, please explain why.

Please also explain:

a. Is it IEPA’ s interpretation of Section 9. 1(c) of the Act that the Board rules must
be modeled on 40 CFR 52.21 , rather that incorporate it by reference?

b. What are the main differences between 40 CFR 5 1 . 1 66 and 40 CFR 52.21
relevant to this proposal?

c. Will modelling Board rules on 40 CFR 52.2 1 , instead of 40 CFR 5 1 . 166, impact
USEPA’s approval ofthe Illinois SIP?

3 . Section 9. 1 (c) of the Act (4 1 5 ILCS 5/9. 1 (c)) provides that “the Board may adopt more
stringent or additional provisions to the extent it deems it appropriate” and “[nJothing in
[Section 9. 1(c)] shall be construed to limit . . . the authority of the Board to adopt
elements of a PSD permit program that are more stringent than those contained in 40
CFR 52.21.”

a. Please identify all provisions in IEPA’s proposal that are additional to or more
stringent than those contained in 40 CFR 52.21.

b. Please address whether IEPA considered additional or more stringent measures
for its proposal as it relates to the Greenhouse Gases (GHGs). If so, please
describe them, and explain why they were or were not included in IEPA’s
proposal.
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Statement of Reasons

4. “Proposed Part 204 would be one in a series ofpermit programs intended to track
emissions, to ensure that sources are meeting their regulatory obligations, and to maintain
permits.” SOR at 7.

a. Please provide examples of other permit programs that apply to sources subject to
the proposed P$D permit programs.

b. Clarify whether the other existing programs have any overlapping requirements
that apply to P$D sources. If so, comment on whether the Agency is planning to
eliminate any duplicative requirements under various permit programs.

5. At page 1 8, the Agency states an air quality analysis involves “assessing future ambient
concentrations of a pollutant in an area as a result of a proposed project and comparing
those concentrations to the air quality standard or other reference level.” Please explain
what types ofbenchmarks are used as “reference levels” ifpollutants being assessed do
not have air quality standards.

Part 101

6. In Section 1 01 .202 IEPA proposes deleting the definition of “Participant in a CAAPP
Comment Process”. Please comment whether IEPA has also proposed deleting all
references to that term in other parts of the Board’ s rules, if any.

7. In Section 101 .201 , IEPA adds a definition for both “Agency Record” and “O$FM
record.”

a. Please explain why IEPA believes these definitions are necessary.

b. Please also comment on whether IEPA contacted OSFM for its position on adding
this definition and if so, please provide OSfM’s position.

c. Further, please comment how these proposed definitions are related to the P$D
requirements.

8. Please confirm that Section 1O1.302(e)(3) includes the Agency’s PSD permit decisions
under new proposed Part 204, as required by 415 ILCS 5/40.3(c).

9. In Section 1 01 .61 0, IEPA proposes amending “any required record or recommendation”
to “any required Agency record, OSFM record, local siting authority record or
recommendation.” Please explain why IEPA believes this revision is necessary.
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to the requirements of 35 Iii. Adm. Code 101 . Subpart C, the The petition
mitst include.

fl The Agency’s final decision or issued P$D permit;

2) A statement as to how the petitioner participated in the
Agency public comment process;

3) All suchfacts as necessary to demonstrate that the
petitioner is aggrieved or has an interest that is or may be
adversely affected;

4) The issues proposedfor review, citing to a specific permit
term or condition where applicable and to the Agency
record where those issues were raised with reasonable
specificity during the public comment period, citing to any
relevant document and page numbers in public comments
submitted to the Agency record and attaching this public
comment a copy of the cited document to the petitionjf
available. Ifthe issues proposed for review were not raised
with reasonable specificity during the public comment
period, the petition must explain why such issues were not
required to be raised during the Agency public comment
process; and

5) An explanation why the Agency ‘sprevious response, ifany,
to the issues proposedfor review, fany’, was:

A) Clearly erroneous; or

B) An exercise ofdiscretion or an importantpolicy
consideration that the Board should, in its
discretion, review [41 5 ILC$ 5/40.3(a)(2)]

1 c) A:Fof petitions under Section 105 .604(b) of this Subpart, in
addition to the requirements of 3 5 Ill. Adm. Code 101 . Subpart C,
must al-se include the date that a complete permit application for a
PSD permit was submitted to the Agency and an explanation as to
why the submittal made on such date made the application
complete.

e çjj A:Fef petition& under Section 105 .604(a) or (c) of this Subpart, the
petition may include a request to stay the effectiveness of any final
Agency action on a PSD permit application until final action is
taken by the Board under Section 40.3 ofthe Act. Any stay
request must include a clear delineation of all the contested
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conditions ofthe PSD permit. To the extent that a stay of any or
all of the uncontested conditions of the permit is sought, any stay
request must indicate how these uncontested conditions would be
affected by the Board’s review of the contested conditions.

4 1 For petitions under Section 105.604(c) ofthis Subpart, any stay
request filed by a person other than permit applicant must also
demonstrate:

1) That an immediate stay is required in order to preserve the
status quo without endangering the public;

2) That it is not contrajy topublicpolicy; and

3) That there is a reasonable likelihood ofsztccess on the
merits. [415 ILCS 5/40.3(d)(3)]”

14. In Section 105.610(b), please comment if it is appropriate to delete the sentence starting
“The party requesting the stay has the burden. . . “ because this requirement is already
included in section 1 05.608(e) immediately above.

1 5 . In Section 105 .614 please explain what you mean by “technical decisions contained
therein reflect considered judgment by the Agency”. Please provide examples. Please
explain the Board’s authority on such a standard ofreview; please cite to provisions of
the Act, case law, or Board regulations or practice that supports such standard.

16. In Section 105.614(a), please comment on why IEPA states that the Board will not hold a
hearing if summaryjudgement is granted, considering that granting summary judgment,
by definition, means that no hearing will be held? Please explain why this explanation is
necessary here, while it is not included in any other relevant part of the Code addressing
hearings.

Part 204

SUBPART A: GENERAL PROVISIONS

17. Section 204. 100 lists federal provisions incorporated by reference. Please clarify whether all
federal regulations incorporated by reference are cited in the proposed rule text.

a. If so, please point to the proposed rule language for each of them that incorporates
the provision. Please add language in the rule text to indicate that the cited federal
rules are incorporated by reference in Section 204. 1 00, to reflect incorporation.
For example:
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The applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR Parts 60, 61, 62 and 63
incorporated by reference at Section 204.100. Proposed Section 204.230
(a).

b. Please include citations to the federal rules proposed to be incorporated by
reference in appropriate sections of the proposed rules.

1 8. Subsections “hh”, “ii” and “xx” are indicated as “reserved”. Please explain why this is
necessary, considering that it is not the Board’s practice to reserve numbering in this manner.

19. In Section 204.110 the List ofAbbreviations includes “Illinois EPA”. Please comment on
whether it is appropriate to replace it here, and through the rest of Part 204 with “Agency” to
be consistent with the rest of the language of the Board rules when referring to IEPA.

SUBPART B: DEHMTIONS

20. In Section 204.220, please explain whether the definition of “Adverse impact on
visibility” is modeled on any act or regulation. Please also comment whether “federal
Class I area” needs to be defined or include a citation to a specific federal regulation that
address federal Class I areas.

21. In Section 204.230(c) please explain what you mean by “including those with a future
compliance date.”

22. In Section 204.250(b)(2), please clarify whether the phrase “constructed in the state”
refers to construction in Illinois. Ifnot please explain how this provision would apply to
any construction in another state.

23. In Section 204.290, please comment on whether the publication, “Standard Industrial
Classification Manual, 1972, as amended by the 1977 Supplement (U. S. Government
Printing Office stock numbers 4101-0066 and 003-005-00176-0, respectively)”, must be
incorporated by reference in Section 204. 100. If so, please provide a copy for
incorporation.

24. In Section 204.300, please clarify what constitutes a “significant reduction” when it
comes to the application of clean coal technology. Please provide examples. Would it be
possible to specify a percent reduction in air emissions to quantify as “significant
reductions”?

25. In Section 204.550(e)(2), the term “enforceable” is used without any qualifier like
“legally” or “practicably”, as used in Section 204.560. Please explain the proposed intent
of the different types of enforcement, i.e. “legally enforceable” or “practicably
enforceable” orjust “enforceable”, in Sections 204.550(e)(2) and 204.560.
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26. In Section 204.560, would it be acceptable ifthe phrase “by a state or local air pollution
control agency” is replaced by the “Agency”?

27. In Section 204.570, please add a citation for the italicized text. Please also remove italics
from the portion of the text that is added by IEPA and is not based on a statutory
authority.

28. The definition of”Major Modification” under Section 204.490 applies to significant
emissions increase of a “Regulated NSR Pollutant (as defined in Section 204.610) other
than GHGs (as defined in Section 204.430)”. Please clarify whether the definition of
“Regulated NSR Pollutant” under Section 204.610 includes GHGs. If so, under what
subsection are they covered in Section 204.2 10?

29. In Section 204.660, please explain why for some pollutants rates are listed in tpy and for
others in megagrams per year. Comment on whether all rates can be listed in tpy.

SUBPART E: STACK HEIGHTS

30. Please clarify whether subsection 204.1000(a) requires that the degree of emission
limitation must not be affected by stack height of any source exceeding good engineering
practice under Section 204.420. If so, please provide amended rule language under
Section 204. 1000 to reflect the proposed intent.

SUBPART F: REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJOR STATIONARY SOURCES AND
MODIFICATIONS

3 1 . Please comment on whether the term “significant amounts” in Section 204. 1 1 00(b) need
to be followed by the phrase “as defined in Section 204.660”.

32. In Section 204.1110(a), please explain what “air quality control region” means.
Comment on whether that term needs to be defined under Subpart B of Part 204.

33. In subsection 204.11 10(b), does “maximum allowable increase” refer to the levels set
forth at Sections 204.900 or 204.1200? If so, would it be appropriate to include a cross-
reference to those sections in subsection (b)?

SUBPART H: OBLIGATIONS OF IEPA

34. Section 204. 1330 requires IEPA to issue or deny a permit within one year after receipt of
a “complete application.”

a. Please clarify whether IEPA will issue a notification to the applicant indicating
the date on which IEPA determined the application to be complete.
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b. Please comment on whether Section 204. 1 3 00 should require a complete
application notification that starts the one-year clock?

c. Also comment on whether the applicant has any recourse if the Agency does not
take any action within a year after the receipt of the complete application.

35. Section 204. 1340(d) requires IEPA to post a notice ofthe rescission determination on a
public web site identified by IEPA within 60 days of the rescission. Please clarify what
criteria will the Agency use to identify the website to post the rescission notice.

SUBPART J: INNOVATIVE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

36. Section 204. 1 500(b)(4) requires IEPA to ensure that the source or modification would not
before the date specified by IEPA cause or contribute to a violation of an applicable
NAAQS. Please comment on whether IEPA needs to ensure that the source or
modification does not also cause or contribute to a violation of any maximum allowable
increase.

SUBPART K: PLANTWJDE APPLICABILITY LIMITATION (PAL)

37. In Section 204. 1630, please explain what the Agency means by emission limitations
enforceable as a “practical matter”.

3 8 . According to Section 204.1790, the owner or operator of a major stationary source requests a
PAL. Please explain the following:

a. Proposed Section 204. 1 800(a)(5) provides that each PAL regulates emissions of only
one pollutant. Does the owner or operator specify the NSR pollutant that is the
subject ofthe PAL application, or does the application need to address all potential
NSR pollutants? Does an application for a PAL under proposed Section 204.1800(a)
require producing the calculations of baseline actual emissions for all NSR pollutants,
including GHG? See Proposed 35 Ill. Adm. Code 204.1790(b).

b. Proposed Section 204. 1 800(a) provides that IEPA “is allowed to establish a PAL”.

i. Does that mean that IEPA exercises discretion on whether to grant a PAL
application at a major stationary source?

ii. Does the PAL application limit or narrow the scope ofIEPA’s review of
eligible PAL pollutants? If so, what criteria does IEPA use in evaluating a
PAL permit application and subject PAL pollutants?

iii. Should criteria be included in the proposed amendments?

c. Under proposed Section 204.670, is a GHG PAL applied only in the event of a
“significant emissions increase” of GHG emissions?
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39. Section 204. 1 820(a) provides that “the plan shall provide. . .“. Please clarify whether the
“plan” refers to the SIP. If not, please explain the proposed intent.

40. In Section 204. 1 83 0, would it be acceptable to IEPA if the proposed subsection (a) is
made the preamble and subsections (a)(1) through (a)(1 0) are renumbered as (a) through

(I) since there is no subsection (b), as proposed?

41 . In Section 204. 1 840(a), please clarify whether all PAL permits will have a 1 0-year
effective period, or the 1 0-year period is the maximum duration. Comment on why 10
years was chosen as the effective PAL period rather than a period such as 5 years that
follows the permit cycle.

42. Please clarify whether the reopening of the PAL permit under Section 204. 1 840(b)(1 ) is
instigated always by IPEA or whether the permittee may request that IEPA reopen the
permit.

43. In Section 204.1870(a)(l), please clarify whether a “complete application” for requesting
an increase in PAL must meet only the requirements of this section or other permit
application requirements of Sections 204.1790 and 1830 apply. Also, comment on
whether an approval of PAL increase during the effective period could be treated as a
renewal to extend the effective period.

44. IfPAL is rendered invalid under Section 204. 1 880(a)(4), please clarify whether the
source will be subject to enforcement or whether the Agency will establish allowable
emission limitations in revised permit under Section 204.1850.

Simplifying and Clarifying Language

45. In Section 101.202, in the definition of “OSFM record”, please comment on whether
“eligibility and deductible decision” should be replaced by “eligibility and deductibility
ofthe decision”.

46. Please comment whether the following changes would be acceptable to clarify the proposed
language:

(a) Replace “pursuant to” with “under” where appropriate — e.g. in section 101.202
definition of “CAAPP permit”; definition of “PSD permit”;

(b) Replacing capital letters with lower case letters in section 101.308(a) in
“variances”, “permit appeals” and “pollution control facility sitting review”;

(c) Remove “ofthis Part” or “ofthis Subpart” where unnecessary — e.g. Sections
105.602(b); 105.606(a); 105.608(a);
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(d) Remove “the requirements of’ where unnecessary — e.g. Sections 204.240(b)(3);
204.800(a), (5); 204.850;

(e) Replace “shall” with “must” when the rule language relates to an obligation of a
person other than the Agency or the Board - e.g. Sections 105.608(a);
204.240(a)(l), (2), and (4);

(f) Replace “shall” with “will” when the rule language relates to an obligation of the
Agency or the Board — e.g. Sections 204.210(b); 204.240(a); 204.350(b)(2)(C);

(g) Remove “shall” when unnecessary — e.g. Section 204.260(b)(1) before “mean”;

(h) Replace “shall be” with “is”, “do” or “does” where appropriate — e.g. Section
204.380(a) before “prescribed”; Sections 204.850 and 204.860(a) before “not
apply”;

(i) Replace “shall” with “will” where appropriate — e.g. Section 204. 1 860(b) before
“continue to be effective”; Section 204. 1 870(a)(4) before “be effective”;

(I) Remove italics from text that is not taken directly from the Act — e.g. in Section
105.604(a) remove italics on “under Section 9.1(d) ofthe Act and 35 Ill. Adm.
Code Part 204,”; in Section 105.604(b) remove italics from “by the Board” at the
end ofthe sentence; in Section 105.604(c) remove italics from “for a PSD permit”
after “comment process” and from “that was made available during the Agency
public comment process” at the end ofthe sentence;

(k) In Section 105.604(c) add “a” after “the person may still petition for” and add
“proposed” after “reflect changes from the”;

47. Would the following proposed revisions be acceptable?

a. In Section 105.606(a):

Except as provided in subsection (b), if-a person who may petition the Board
under Section 105.604 ofthis Subpart withes to appeal for review ofthe Agency’s
final decision to the Board under this Subpart, the person must file the petition
with the Clerk within 3 5 days after the date of the Agency’s final permit action.

b. In Section 105.606(b):

If the permit applicant who wishes to appeal the Agency’s failure to act on an
application for a PSD permit within the time frame specified in Section 39(f)(3)
of the Act, the person must file a petition for review with the Clerk before the
Agency denies or issues the final permit.

c. In Section 204. 1 20 Severability
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If any provision of this Part, or the application of such provision to any person or
circumstance, is held invalid, it will not affect the remainder of this Part, or the
application of such provision to persons or circumstances other than those as to
which it is held invalid, shall is not be affected thereby.

d. In Section 204.200 Definitions

Unless otherwise specified in this Part, the definitions of the terms used in this
Part shall be the same have the same meaning as those the terms used in the Board
Rules and Regulations at-35 Ill. Adm. Code Part 211.


